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(a short story)

Eager viewen watch debut of 'T*e

- Dlinois students will receive in
formation about the hundreds of

by Jeaa Juarez

programs and services available
at five Illinois public universities
that is more readable, concise and
easier to understand under new
strategic communications plans
approved

by

the

trustees

of

those universities.
The Board of Governors gave
the go-ahead to a program titled
Project Outreach: Strategic Com
munications

for

Universities

Serving Students in the Year 2000,

needed information to specific
Other

recommen

dations will simplify the applica
tion process and will increase
efforts

to

provide information

through radio and television to
people who rely on those channels
of communication.
"Developing

clear,

in reaching out to Illinois resi

how

to obtain an undergraduate

education,·· said Board Chairman
Nancy H. Froelich. '!The best jobs
of

the

future

will

demand a

bachelor's degree and it is critical
that public universities get the
word out about the affordable, ac
cessible programs

and services

available to help people prepare
for that future."

universities

to

objectives."
While Project

achieve

both

Outreach

is

designed to improve current com
munications efforts, it also con

tains programs designed to reach
out to Dlinois residents in new
ways that will benefit the state

as well.
Education Leadership Confer
ences will create forums for dis
cussion between educators, busi
ness leaders and lawmakers. Car

for the five Board of Governors

alumni in sharing work experi

universities to revamp outgoing
communications by consolidating

eer Issue Events will involve
ences with students. A Great Issue
Series would engage students and

l

GSU Composers Concert
April 20, 1990 7-30 PM
Music Recital Hall
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proposal to develop additional

media on the campus. There have

12 at 2:00 PM.

been literary magazines but they

Audrey Gaines introduced the
new video magazine

GSU Symphonic Band Concert
April 22, 1990 4:00 PM
GSU Theatre

•

,

.

t
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and thanked

come

and

go.

The

students

become committed and then they

are

all who helped work to make it

leave and their efforts

possible. Some of those who were

always picked up by someone

not

by

David Hill

else.
Professor Linda Steiner who
serves on the SCMB tossed ideas
around. Several came up but the

one that seemed to catch on was a
video magazine. Audrey Gaines

also was in favor of a video
magazine and decided to make it a

reality. She became the Executive
Producer/Director of the venture
which was called 'Take One"

video magazine.

(Continued oa page 8)

Earth Day: Looking Back
Looking Ahead

WASHINGTON, D.C.-In

the

lingo of the 1970's, April 22, 1970 Earth Day - was a "happening."
On that single day, more than 20
million people in 10,000 schools,
2,000 colleges and universities
and in virtually every community
in the United States did some
thing for the environment. In the
process, the modern environmen
tal movement was born.
Earth Day events ran the gamut
of the imagination. In New York,
Fifth Avenue was transformed
into a pedestrian mall and 100,000
people attended an eco-fair in that
city's Union Station. In Chicago, 38
separate ecology fairs were held

nation's top problems. Yet, in a

Gallup poll just after that first
Earth Day, 53 percent ranked en
vironmental cleanup as second in
importance only to crime pre
vention.
By 1985, Pollster Louis Harris
found that 85 percent of a national
sampling favored strict enforce
ment of the Clean Air and Clean
Water Acts. From his polling,
Harris concluded that Americans'
support of environmental protec
tion paralleled "nothing less than
belief in free elections, in the right
to free speech, the right to worship
and the right to private ownership
of property."

around the metropolitan area In
Pittsfield, Mass., a

redundant publications, eliminat-

t

first showing to the faculty, stu

cation," said Chancellor Thomas

is part of that responsibility and

Mike Blackburn explained that

dents, and staff on Thursday, April

D. Layzell. "Responding quickly

Project Outreach, under develop

ment since September 1989, calls

for quite a while there bas been a

the mission of public higher edu

"Project Outreach will guide us
dents who need information on

called 'Take One" presented its

communications that reach all D

strategic planning will allow the

Enyia, Larry Lewis, Tommy Das

cenzo and Mike Blackburn.

linois residents is fundamental to

to changing needs for information

new media about are: Dr. Sam

media took place in the Student

Life Lounge. The video magazine

effective

developed by Siegel & Gale, a
communications firm.

instrumental in helping bring this

The long awaited debut of a new

ing outdated ones and targeting
audiences.

media oa the �U campus.
Pboto

BOG Gives Go-Ahead to
Project Outreach
Macomb, Dlinois - AprilS, 1990

ODe" new

fered a penny for each bottle and

en

after Earth Day, President Richard
M Nixon proposed legislation es
tablishing

the

Environmental

Protection Agency.

Later

that

year, a tough Clean Air Act was

passed, the Supersonic Transport
was grounded and new in-plant

pollution laws were passed to pro
tect workers' health.

In more recent years, laws have

been passed to protect am enhance

air quality, to clean up abandoned
toxic waste sites, to require en

vironmental impact stak"'""ts

Earth Day, 1970 created intense
awareness about environmental

gress formally adjourned for the

problems and an acute urge to

day to allow members to par

begin solving them One writer ob

ticipate in events in their home

served that Earth Day, 1970 made

town districts.

Americans realize that "the only

But more important than what

way people can escape facing up

happened on April22, 1970 is what

national opinion sampling put air

the

water, among other issues.

containers in one week. Even Con

and water pollution among the

protecting

vironment. But just two months

protect the purity of drinking

can collected more than 1 million

In 1965, only 17 percent of a

regulations

on a wide range of activities and to

bank which of

bas happened in the years since
then.

Before Earth Day, 1970, there

were few effective federal or state

to enviroQmental problems is for
A IWI.fCf Of
IIAIIOIW .oL.f(
fllllMIIOII
brtll Dar • blfW Ill¥

the world to stop and let them
off."
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Hampton
Employee o.f the Month

GSU Symphonic Band
to Perform Sunday April

significant contribution to the uni-

versity by his consistent courteous help to library patrons.

Mark never has a bad day- you can

always depend on this attitude t
be positive." Jill described an in-

cident where a patron was ve
irate and Mark was able to show
patience

and a sincere attitud

of helpfulness.
Another

nominator,

Melani

Davis, praised Mark for generously volunteering for Hickory ScOOol'
after school program. Melanie ·
the liaison between GSU an
Hickory Scl)ool

and says, "He ·

one of the rare people involved i
the program who no longer volunteers out of a sense of 'duty' bu

Congratulations are in order for
Mark Hampton, University Li
brary. Mark was recently chosen
as the April Employee of the
Month. Jill Stanley stated on her
nomination,

"Mark

makes

a

Earth Day
(ContiDued from page 1)
While Earth Day,

"happening''
maturing

the

the

movement.

UNIVERSITY PARK - A pro
gram review at Governors State
University has resulted in the pho
tography program merging with

supporters than ever before. The

Photography students who are

movement bas grown to include

master's degree students already

corporate executives and college

earn graduate degrees in art. With

students, farmers

the

change,

bachelor's

degree

political activists and everyday

photography majors will now earn

citizens. As a result, environmen

a bachelor's degree in art, rather

tal issues take center stage in

than

political debates and elections.

photography.

1990 is more com

a

bachelor's

degree

in

Students earning bachelor or

arts degrees from GSU

master of

plex and dangerous than ever

will have the option of concen

before. Global issues, including

trations in art history, a general

climate change, ozone depletion,

arts

curriculum, painting, sculp

acid

ture, printmaking

rain,

overpopulation,

de

forestation and chemical pollu

and photog

raphy.

tion threaten the quality of life on

The merger follows the self

bas

evaluation study for the Division

earth. As a result the
declared Earth Day in

NWF

1990 as the

of Fine and Performing

Arts

.

The

beginning of the Decade of the En

study was part of the five-year

vironment, a ten year effort to

review of the programs in the

reverse current trends and move

College of

towards

a

sustainable

world

p.m. in the GSU Theatre. This free
performance will be conducted by

Dr. Charles Hicks, professor of
music at GSU.
Dr. Willie Naylor will perform

Oboe:

Folsom

and

Taryn McFadden.
Basson
o : Frances Smet-Meb
rer and

Jennifer Simpson.
Trumpets: Willie Nalyor, Carl
Davis,

English horn: Judy Rossi.

Lea Larson.

Clarinets: Joseph Lenart, Lynn
Brejcha,

Trumpet Suite" by Handel.

Theresa

Barbara

Busha,

Finkiewicz,

Kirsten

Kinsella

Olson,

and

Lara

Ochoa.

Andrew

Lechowicz,

Grizzle,

Bob

Nakia Gibson

and

Kevin Becker.
Baritone/euphonium:

Gordon

Wallin and Will Glime.
Trombone:

Godfrey, James Cribbs, Raymond
Paula

Other selections will include

Dan Schoettle, Jacque Berry and

Robert

the trumpet solo in the "Baroque

Robert

Michael

Moison,

mundson,

Riba,

Willie

Ed

Riha

and

Andrew

Richard Mehrer.
Tuba:

John

Patrizi,

Nelson

themes from Mozart's overtures,

Bass clarinetist: Armanda Coy.

Flores, George Gruenthaler, Mark

the "Oberon Overture" by von

Alto saxophonists Tazama Sun

Weber, the "Symphonic Suite" by

and Marcel Jean.

Tarnow and Vincent Patrizi.
Percussion: Ronald Dennis,

Clifton Williams,

Saxophonist:

and "His Honor

Larry

Carpeq

Willie Davis, Chris Hicks, Ken
neth Frayne, Sean butler and

ter.

March" by Henry Fillmore.

Baritone

GSU Symphonic Band members are: flutes: Mary Beth God -

"Photography bas been recog

the art department.

ing the world in

Amy Lutchen.

program will begin at 4

nized as an art form and exhibited

Today, environmental organiza

The environmental crisis fac

The

their curricula.

tions boast more members and

and urbanites,

phonic Band April 22.

courses being made available in

and Arts
Merge

1970 marked

have marked

of

Governors State University Sym-

French horn: George Kwain,

Gordon Hanson, Fred Clink and

saxophonist Jamie

AARP Holds First -Area Meeting

Photography

movement, the years since that

UNIVERSITY PARK - A conof classical and contemporary pieces will be given by the

cert

22

Michael Boo.
because he actually enjoys workSmith
ing with the kids." Mark eve
frey, Liz Gomez, Vaunceil Kruse,
.; ;;..;:.--:-- ----------------------�
..;
��;;;.;.
; ..;;.;;,;;.;.;;;;:.
; �
agreed to go beyond the origin,a ll--.;;:.;::.:..;
vantages to photography students
six weeks commitment All wh
who will now incorporate their
know Mark feel he's a really
knowledge of the other arts in
friendly, sincere person who realing for bingo, cards, checkers, or
Area AARP(American Associa
their
curriculum.
ly deserves the honor of Emsocializing. There are very _m
tion of Employed & Retired Per
At the same time, current art
ployee of the Month.
sons) held its first legislation
teresting speakers from around
students can benefit from photog
meeting, "Learning Your Rights''
the country for those who are in
raphy and electronic media

the birth of the environmental

society.

April19, 1990
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Arts and Sciences.

The photography faculty at GSU
said it believes there will be ad-

in art museums for nearly a cen
tury," Professor Paul Schranz ex
plained. "While some photography
programs design a separateness,

on the Rights to Die Issue on

terested in learning to be healthy

March 27. Regular meetings are

adults and seniors.

held once a month on the fourth

For additional information on

Tuesday, at 6:45 p.m. at the Li

the Chapter's workshops, sem

brary's lower level, across from

inars, and 55-Alive programs, ad

St.

vance registration is required.

James

Hospital,

Chicago

Heights, Illinois.

Call

The keynote speaker was Attor

Harry

at (708)

(evenings, call

481-8552

(7081 754-1889).

we feel the broadened scope of a

ney David Cifelli. Jr., who covered

The original idea on starting

strong interrelated art program

organ donation, medical durable

this chapter and its need for work

will yield a far more marketable

power of attorney, nutrition and

ing adults was suggested by Pro

photography

will

hydration by tube, Living Will

fessor Mary Geis, AARP member

have more tools to solve aesthetic
problems.

legislation, There were free Il

and member of the GSU faculty.

"The

student

combined

who

energy

and

talent of a larger faculty can only
help

strengthen

the

photography

13

participant, guest, and member

cludes:

Flossmoor.

Olympia

attending.

F i e l d s,

M a t t e s o n,

Chicago

The

education

process," he said.
The

linois Declaration forms for each

major

in

cludes courses in photographic
theory and the history of photog

area

AARP

graphic

processes

photo

and

elec

in

Heights, South Chicago Heights,
University Park,

Steger, Crete, Beecher, Monee,

school,

or have commit

ments in their daily lives, semi
retired. retired, and are not look-

Momence,

Park

Peotone

Forest,

and Grant

Park.

PSC: Create a TV AD

photography, photographic por
non-silver

Chapter

tend

esses of color photography, studio

applications,

is

area

geared for people who work, at

raphy, negative and positive proc

traiture, photojournalism, graphics

chapter

AARP

People considering a career in
the field of TV commercials will
find this introductory class, How

the present multi-million dollar
productions. The session is sched
uled for two Thursdays from 7-10

photographic

To Create Outstanding TV Com

p.m. beginning May 3. Cost is

mercials, interesting.

$35.

For further information on the

The class includes six hours of

tronically

enhanced

imagery.
program contact the GSU Division
of Fine and Performing

Arts

(708) 534-5000, extension 2461.

at

TV commercials with commen
tary from earliest techniques
used to produce great TV ads up to

�

,

Are you looking for a job with great pay
-- and commissions?

Are you a Sophomore or above?
Full-time student?
With at least a B average?
If all your answers are "YES", you've made the grade!
MANPOWER needs you as a COlLEGE REP to promote the
sales of the ffiM Personal System/2 on campus.

FOR EXPERIENCE THAT
PAYS, CAI.I, TODAY!

OMANPONER.
TEMPORARY SERVICES

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL:

Ms. B. Ross

312-263-5144

information

is

tor

of

Special

Programs

and

Extended Services. at 709-3545.

,
CLOSED I
MO NDAY

�
A
� �. I

·--------------------------·-··-------�----I
,

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!
With flexible hours?

Registration

available from Joan Simon, direc

755 2129

iPI'I.

;
��tau.'t:Dnt � l
-

96 East 24th Street
Chicago Heights

Thia Coupon Good For

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

FREE Margarita
With Dinner
----------------- -�------�------------�---·
...............................................
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Marvelous Marv's
3643 Sauk Trail
Richton Park, IL
481-8899

•
•
•

:
:•

•
•

!

:

•
•

:

:

•
•
•

10% teacher discount

MON-FRI10-8 SAT 11-8
FREE small drink with any
purchase with this ad.
Steak Sandwich
Hoagie Sandwich

Ice

Soup
Pboae orden

Fish Sandwich
Shrimp Basket
glady accepted

:
:
!

i
•

:
:
•
:•
•

•
•
•

:
:
•

•
•

!
:

•
•

:
:
•
•

:

•
•
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CAREER

DESIGNS
byDaaAmari

to make a positive impression! Be
direct about what you want and
what you can offer, and remember
the "three C' s" of business writing
- be clear, correct, and concise.
The tone of the letter should em
phasize ways in which you can
fulfill their needs. Avoid overwrit
ing, repetition, and trite phrases;
pay particular attention to gram
mar, spelling, and typing. If you're
not confident about writing skills,
have someone whose judgment

Basically, a cover letter is just a
business letter that serves pri
marily as an introduction; it also
individualizes your resume and is

Many people feel that once they
have completed their resume and
contacted people who are willing
to serve as references, they've got

much easier to write. You may use
cover letters to:

everything they need to approach
prospective employers. Unfor
tunately, this is not the case.
Every resume that you send out,
whether in response to a specific
job opening or just to "sound ouf'
an organization, must be accom
panied by a cover letter.
This is because a resume can
only tell potential employers what
you've done, whereas a cover let

1. Introduce yourself and ex
plain your reason for contacting
the employer.

thorough by taking the time and
trouble to identify the name and
title of the appropriate person to

2. Draw attention to your
resume and highlight specific
qualifications and how they may
relate to an organization's needs.

whom you should address your
letter rather than addressing it to

3. Inform the employer that you
will be contacting him/her soon.

ter can explain why you became
involved in certain activities or
what you gained from a particular
experience. More importantly, it
explains your reasons for choos

4. Request information or an in
formation interview from some
one who works in a field you are
interested in
5. Inquire about the hiring
needs of an organization
Your cover letter is usually the
first piece of information about
you that employers read, so use it

ing an organization and enables
you to draw the reader's attention
to specific sections of your
resume.

New Music Course Offered S/S
UNIVERSITY PARK- Gov

ernors State University is offer

you respect look yourletter over
before you mal$e your final copy
preferably a career counselor.
Any time you communicate,
whether orally or in writing, with a
prospective employer is an oppor
tunity to demonstrate some of
your skills. Show that you are

an anonymous "Personnel Direc
tor'' or "To Whom It May Con
cern." Resources for finding the
names

of

specific

individuals

within an organization are available in the career library; often
you can learn them for yourself by
calling and talking with a recep
tionist. Demonstrate your analyti
cal ability by providing evidence
of where, when, and how you've

days and Wednesdays, April 30

varied

through June 20, at G SU.

orchestra,

ensembles

the spring/summer trimester.

dents, cboral directors, band

Dr. Rudolf Strukoff, professor

propriate

and orchestra conductors, and

of vocal music since 1977, will be

formances to conduct in class.

others who have bad basic con

the instructor for this course of

ducting and want to expand their

pre-recorded

Guidelines For WritiDg A Cover
Letter

•
•
•
•

Child Cate SeMc:es
Leadership Developmenl

FrH Sludenl Me!TGirlhip
lnlramurals
Westend cafe
lVLounge

ture which will better acquaint
you with the operations. Indicate
your desire for a personal inter
view and your flexibility to
schedule one. Repeat your phone
number and offer any assistance

friend, employment service) you
learned of the opening, if specific,
or by what source you becam e
aware of the organization.

to help in a speedy response. Close
your letter with a statement or
question which will encourage a
response. For example, state that
you will be in the area where the
organization is located on a cer
tain date and would like to set up
an interview. Or, ask if the organi
zation will be recruiting in your
area, or if it desires additional in
formation or references. Ideally,
however, you should indicate
YOUR plans to contact the organi
zation in the near future to poten
tially arrange for an interview.
(And plan to do so! This will
demonstrate an additional level of
assertiveness and interest that the
majorty of other candidates will
now show).

SECOND PARAGRAPH: Indi
cate why you are interested in the
position, the organization, its pro
ducts or services, and attempt to
demonstrate your knowledge of
the specific organization, or at
least, type of organization. At
tempt to answer, "Why this type of
opportunity is a good match for
me."
THIRD PARAGRAPH: Articu
late what you can do for the em
ployer. If you are a recent
graduate, explain how your
academic background makes you
a qualified candidate. It you have
some practical work experience,

per

Registration for this three
credit-hour course will be taken

24

and 25 on campus. Tuition

is

$70 per credit-hour. The cl ass

can also be audited for $20, but

students auditing must have Dr.

Strukoff's permission.
For further information on
this course, contact

the GSU

Division of Fine and Performing
at

(708)

534-5000,

ex

�····················
OF CAREER SERVI�
.r-FFICE

t{ opposite the Theatre Box Office):

«Room 81109

•

!extension 2163
:Office Hours:

:

ir8:30 am - 5 pm Mon. - Fri.
�ening Hours by Appointment
:Oan Amari, Director
Viramontes, Assistant

:nonna

Kolleen
!Assistant
•

Getridge,

Special Evenls & Programa
Sludenl Governance
Cullufal & Soc:ial ktMiies
• SeMce Office
Slldenl T� Cenllf
Lockers & 10 cards

FOR THE EMERGING
PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGIST

•
•

Catllling & Recreational
Equipment

For more Information cont8ct the office of Student LHe

(708) 534-5000

Ext. 2123

I

DPMA Visits R. H. Donnelley

f you're looking for an

accredited graduate school to help you
emerge into a successful clinical
ILLINOIS CAMPUS*

psychologist, you'll want to examine

200 Glendale Street
Wh111/ng, 60090
(701) 215-7170

our credentials. We've been preparing

MISSOURI CAMPUS •

PSYCHOLGY IN CLINICAL PSY

serious students for professional psy
chology for

10 years.

Our four-year DOCTOR OF

1322 S.

Campbell

65107
(417) 131·7902
Springfield,

CHOLOGY program will tum you into
a

well-rounded, effective practitioner.

It provides professional knowledge

and clinical skills through three years

of psychological and clinical study,
HAWAII CAMPUS*

Mr. Peter BrowD, JeH llelldel,l Karea 'IUraer, Pll Maelaael, Faitb
Nichols, George Haydeii,Jim Maemaes, Diae BieHeldt, Hke Macee
•d Jim Otlvia.

On Friday, April 6, 1990, nine
members of the D.P.M.A., The
Data Processing Management
Association, visited R.H. Don
nelley Directory Inc. in Bedford
Park, lllinois.
The purpose of our visit was to
view an actual computerized sys
tem in operation, as it relates to
the

distribution

of

telephone

directories. Our host,

demon

strator, and creator of the com
puter system, was Mr. Peter M.
Brown, Manager of the Street Ad
dress Department.

Mr. Brown, along with assistance
from colleagues, explained and
demonstrated bow the use of a
computer network bas improved
the efficiency of operations at
Donnelley Director. The group
viewed 19 different work stations
and toured the huge telephone
directory warehouse.
Among those attending the field
trip were: Jim Colvin, Vice Presi
dent, Pat Macinnes, Secretary,
Faith Nichols, Treasurer, Diane
Bielfeldt, Jim Macinnes, George
Hayden, Michael Magee, Karen
Turner and Jeff Heiden.

46·005 KIWI Street
Kaneohe, 96744
(108) 247-2117

800 hours of supervised training and a
one-year internship.
Our five trimester MASTER
OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY program
will build a stron� background for

ALABAMA CAMPUS

2611 Leeman Ferry Road
Huntsville, 35101
(205) 536·9011

Psy. 0 studies.
For more information
about us,

FREE
1-800-779-PSYD

Call TOLL

A

•

:
:
:

•

Studen�
•

�····················�

• • •

•

Sllldenl Clubs & Organizalions
C8flllUS Community Cenler

quest additional information on
the specific job, career oppor
tunities and organization litera

for the letter, name the specific
position or type of work for which
you are applying or inquiring. In
dicate from which resource
(placement center, news media,

tension 2461.

Student Activity fees are collected from all studeuts rqisterecl for at least one
credit hour on campus. These fees are used to support Student Life programs :
and services for a commuter population. All are open to GSU students.
Some of the programs offered are:

tions. Training and experience.
FOURTH PARAGRAPH: Re

FIRST PARAGRAPH: In your
initial paragraph, state the reason

Arts

e wanted you to know that

zation." Refer the reader to the en
closed resume, which summarizes
more completely your qualifica

inquiry.

including

dividual students may select ap

musical horizons.

"Why I am an attractive candidate
for employment with your organi

chorus and soloists

ticular benefit to music stu

fered from 4:30to 7:30p.m. Moo-

sound individual; avoid turning
employers off with a standard
form letter or a "canned"

during GSU's general registra

using full conductor's scores. In

course

Try not to repeat the exact same
information the reader will find in
your resume. Attempt to answer,

tion period from 1 to 8 p.m. April

The course will be of par

graduate

terest; be creative in enticing the
employer into a thorough reading
of your resume. Make each letter

Dr. Strukoff will focus on

in

a

point out your specific achieve
ments or unique qualifications.

preparation and conducting of

"Advanced Conducting" during

ing

applied your skills. Remember,
you want your letter to arouse in

Forest Institute of Professional Psychology
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Circle ''K" Update

There are several projects in
line for the Circle "K'' club during
April and May. On April 17 in the
Student Life Meeting Room there
will be a meeting of the club. On
April 21st there is the Anchorage
Bingo at 2:00 P.M. Another meet
ing is scheduled for April 24 at 5
P.M. On April 29th is the
Walkatbon for the March of
Dimes.
The only meeting scheduled for
the Circle "K'' club in May will be
on the 15th at 5:00P.M in the GSU
Club Room Also on the agenda for
May are several events. The 10 K
Run with the Crete Kiwanis on
May 6, Special Olympics also with
the Crete Kiwanis on May 12.
Bingo for Anchorage in Beecher,
n.. on May 19. An Easter Egg Hunt
for the Child Care Center GSU is

Annabelle came to the Office

cepted based on their ability,
sonality, etc. just like everyone

knowledge,

handicapped

her speech and hearing is im

fully, we

paired, but the way in which peo

students.

Star Papers

Hope

present Forum

can increase peer

dents as individuals as opposed

handicap. In her classes, An·

The Star Newspapers, a mem
ber of the Sun-Times Company
with 19 newspapers covering 54
communities in the south and
southwest suburbs of Chicago, is
holding a forum on the environ
ment. The forum titled, "The En
vironment: Think Globally, Act
Locally" will be held on Wedlles
day, April 25 from 6 p.m. until 9
p.m. at the Holiday Inn, Chicago
South/Harvey, 17048 S. Halsted

to just categorizing them as han

nabelle feels that her instruc

dicapped. I urge you to make a

other students are

special effort to talk with and in

afraid to approach her with

teract

questions or to include her in

with

handicapped

in

dividuals as you do with others

general class discussions. She

at this institution.

realizes that it takes a little

In addition, if you are a han

more time for her to communi

dicapped student or have a con

cate; however, she has a lot of

cern regarding this issue, you

ideas that she would like to ex

may want to talk with a coun

press and share with others.

selor in the Office of Student

Outside of class, Annabelle has

Street.

"The Star is excited about join
ing forces with corporations, en
vironmental and community
groups, and the general public in
holding a function during the week
of the 20th anniversary of Earth
Day 1990," said Norman Rosinski
president and publisher of Tbe

Development which adminis

tried to get involved in various

ters the Handicapped Student

ac

Services Program. Counselors

tivities. She stated that every

in this office see students with a

one is always "nice," but they
to be

per

awareness of handicapped stu

ple react to her because of the

appear

motivation,

with handicapped as well as non

cern was not with the fact that

and

fd like to talk about a sensitive
topic this week. It concerns all of
us as human begins. Its a problem
that strikes both sexes, regardless
of age. I never thought it would
happen to me, but I was wrong. It
is called sexual harassment
Usually, the harassed people
are women, and due to this fact,
many men who are the victim of
this demeaning and stigmatizing
lack of compassion, it is rarely
reported. I have chosen to break
the bond of silence and step for
ward as a victim. This is my
story.
I went out to a local drinking es
tablishment on a Friday night in
the not so long ago past. I was with
a few friends, enjoying a mind
altering fermented beverage and
throwing a few darts. A group of
loud, obviously drunk, females
were seated .at a table near us.
Their sidelong glances and under
the-breath comments started to
make us nervous. At first we tried
to ignore it.
As my glass was empty, I made
my way toward the bar in hopes of
a re-fill. I went alone, as I did not

sharing our time and knowledge

speech impairment. Her con

discussions

by Tom Ramage

else. All of us can benefit from

selor regarding her hearing and

student

Sexual Harassment

G. woodard

of Student Development a few
weeks ago to talk with a coun

and

OFFBEAT

being planned, the date to be
announced.
The GSU Circle "K'' club has
taken in quite a few awards. They
received 4 new patches for the
banner- 100% reporting. On time
dues, the patch for attending and
one for contributions to Spastic
Paralysis (which is now being
done on a monthly basis).
In other news from the District
Convention, Julie Sue Malti was
taken into the Society of Dis
tinguished Collegians. Kathy Roe
received a service award for serv
ing as president All ten of those
who attended won the club award
for the most member-miles
traveled. All told, the members
traveled 2600 miles (260 x 2600).
Their award was a large (Huge?)
pottery jar.

Counselor's
Colunm by Peggy

tors

range of problems, including

uncomfortable

personal, academic, and career

talking with her and treat her

issues. All counseling sessions

special or different than their

are confidential. For an appoint

nonhandicapped peers.
Annabelle is representative

Judy Hinga or Peggy Woodard,
Counselors in the Office of Stu

cial treatment, but want to be ac-

dent Development, 81400 or
708-534-5000.

at GSU who do not want any spe
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Education, that is. 'Cau e this summer, South
Suburban College in outh Holland, lllinoi. ,is offering tht'

best kind of vacation package around-three summer clas
sessions scheduled so you can study and stiU get the most out
of your summer. Classe
even

have a

begin May 29 ami June 18--we
mini-ses ion
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four week

beginning July 23, allowing you to get
maximum college-credit in a minimum

amount of time. Best yet, our fullyaccredited college-credit classes transfer
easily to most four-year universities... so
you can take care of those few classes
you need.

Admission

$2.00
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cycling program; Norman Cramp
ton, author of Complete Trash:
'lbe Best Way to Get Rid of Prac
tically Everything Around the
House; and Robert Casteel, rep
resentative of the Office of Solid
Waste and Renewable Resources
Dlinois Department of Energy an
Natural Resources.
The Star will be distributing a
free resource guide listing various
environmental groups that serve
the Chicago south region.
Advanced registration is re
quired for this event. Admission is
$5 per person. Checks should be
made payable to The Star News
papers and mailed to: The Star,
Promotions Department, "The
Environment" 1526 Otto Blvd.,
Chicago Heights, n.. 60411. Ques
tions can be answered by calling
(708) 755-6161, Ext. 236.

0

DOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY

•

hour t.o talk to the various groups
present and learn about the varie
ty of ways they can become in
volved with environmental causes.
At 7 p.m. the program begins
with a panel discussion. The panel
will be moderated by Les Sons,
vice president and editor of The
Star An array of topics will be dis
cussed from community recycling
to solid waste disposal and the
development of incinerator pro
jects in the south suburbs.
The panelists are: James Bin
der, president of Alternative Re
sources and a nationally known
consultant on waste disposal
solutions; Beth Ruyle, executive
director of the South Suburban
Mayors and Managers Associa
tion, which has commissioned a
study of the region's waste dis
posal needs; Ray Gosack, a prin
cipal designer of the village of
Homewood's award-winning re-

p.m. Refreshments will be served
and over 20 booths will be set up
by local and state organizations
concerned with the environment.
Guests at the forum will have an

Sol Tannebaum, O.D., M.H.S., F.A.A.O.

•

have re-joined society as a pro
ductive individual. I hope this per
sonal account of a somewhat true
story will help those who have en
countered the same situation and
as a warning to those women out
there that think they can walk all
over a guy just because he is sensi
tive and shows his feelings. Call
me Alan Aida, but men are
people too.
Now, before you go spouting off
on how I was insensitive to the real
problem of sexual harassment,
just let me say this: this column
was intended to be purely enter
taining to both men and women. I
really have no sexual biases or
prejudices, so don't go accusing
me of having any. Last time I
wrote a column like this, people
jumped all over me because they
thought I was malting less of a
real-life problem. I thought it
would be funny to see the prob
lem from the other side of the
coin. H you are offended by it,
sorry, and don't read the rest of
this column.

.
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want my friends to think I was
scared. As I was about to pass the
girls' table, one of then stuck her
chair out, blocking my way. I was
afraid, but I managed to hang on to
what was left of my nerves. I at
tempted to squeeze past the chair
when the girl turned and attempt
ed to insert the bottle into my pos
terior. I was never so scared,
humiliated and embarrassed in
all my life. The whole group of
girls began to laugh and snicker at
my red-faced sheepishness.
I can talk about this now due to
the understanding support of my
friends and family. For a while
there, I wouldn't leave the house
without putting a saucer in the
back of my pants. After a few
shards of ceramic were removed
from my backside, I reconsidered
the wisdom of such action. For
days, I worried about the milkman
being sick and finding a woman
substitute at my door carrying a
rack full of milk bottles wath the
thick, wide necks. I shudder at
the thought.
I'm a survivor, though. I got

Star
The Star's program begins at 6

ment, contact Diedrus Brown,

of a lot of handicapped students

L
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So this summer, come fo Club Ed... you'll
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get more than a tan. You'll get ahead.

Call South Suburban College toll-free at
l-800-248-4SSC for more information.
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Politics and
the Envirolllllent

by Ron Young

pseudo-scientific oplDlon as

Make Earth Day Count
National Wildlife Federation

Business interests don't want

On April 22, we will cele

fact, and lead citizens down a

to

path of half truths, which con

pseudo-environmentalists ap-

brate Earth Day. Twenty years

fuse the situation, foster mis

ago, to quote an article in the

trust, and cater to primitive

pear to be in love with the

Harvard Business Review ... "a

instincts of fear.

sound of their voices and cater

give

up

profits.

Many

bunch of bunny loving, fuzzy

It is true that vested Cor

to the emotions of the public.

headed fools ... " began the task

porate interests employ "SPPN 

Governmental leaders do not

fact that we are destroying the

about

the problem, and if they at

ability to sustain life on the

ranging

Mile

tempt to begin a new project,

planet Earth. The awakening

Island, to Love Canal. Govern

they come under immediate

of awakening America to the

DOCTORS" to evade the truth
ecological
from

disasters

Three

want to admit the magnitude of

process has taken on the tone

ment agencies display a grow

attack by zealots with fire in

of

ing

patronize

their eyes. The media is not ex

sincere citizens, speak in com

empt. It appears that it is more

a

hysterical

emotion

driven nightmare.

tendency

to

Many people who claim to

plex jargon, and trot out scien

interested in the ubiquitious

be ecologists conduct them

tific types who communicate

irrational behavior that per

selves in a less than objective

in a bureaucratic language

vades envirorunental questions

manner.

that is incomprehensible to

than reporting the serious pros

the citizen.

and cons of the problem.

pander

They
to

shamelessly

emotion

driven

terror campaigns that quote

We

are

dodging

reality.

Students Needed
to Serve on Committees
There are several GSU policy
making committees that students
can serve on. These committees
are chaired by administration,
faculty and student senate mem
bers.
It is not necessary to be a stu
dent senator to serve on these
committees. Any currently en
rolled GSU student is eligible and
welcome to come in and talk to the
student senate. The student
senate officially appoints these
members.
GOVERNORS STATE
UNIVERSITY STUDENT
SENATE COMMI'ITEES
STUDENT LIFE BUDGET
BOARD
Chair - Lubor P. Kovac
Shirley Burnett
Sharon Rasheed (all)
CONDUCT COMMITI'EE

Chair - C. Taylor
Robyn Barclay
Eric Harwell
Jeff Collins
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
COMMITTEE
Chair Robyn Barclay
Lubor P. Kovac
Eric Harwell
Carmen Wheatley
·

ACADEMIC PROGRAM
REVIEW

Jeff Collins
SCMB

Chair - Anthony Cota
Jim Las Cola
Eric Harwell (alt.)
UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE
ON RACISM
Charles Brown
Shirley Burnett
Eric Harwell
Jim Las Cola
Carmen Wheatley
ISSUES AND CONCERNS
Chair - Jim Las Cola
Robyn Barclay
Charles Brown
Shirley Burnett
Nick Di Cosola
Carmen Wheatley

Some of these committees have
regular scheduled meetings while
others meet once or twice during
the academic year. If you are in
terested in serving on one of these
committees now or in the future
contact the student senate through
the Office of Student Life ext 2123
or 2124.
This is your chance to help in
the policy making of your univer
sity. Don't let the same ones do all
the work.

There appears to be some
as

duplicity,

alliances

are

made by anti-incinerator peo
ple, and subrosa foundations
that represent the interests of
corporations that would lose
b u s i ne s s

if

modern

in

cinerators were built. Have
you ever wondered why some
pseudo-ecologists appear to
ignore the terrible danger of
landfills while screaming out
their

guts

against

inciner

ators?
One thing is certain. We
don't have a major ecological
disaster in the making. It is
time to become alarmed about

the fact that we are slowly kill

STUDENT LIFE
RECOGN1110N BOARD
Robyn Barclay
Eric Harwell
CAMPUS PHYSICAL
RESOURCES

Nick Di Cosola
Jeff Collins
MEDIATED INSTRUCI10N
Charles Brown

ing life on Earth. It is time for

citizens

to

become

deadly

serious on the issue, and bring
their emotions under control.
It is time to demand that scien
tists,

pseudo-ecologist,

gov

ernment agency, and special
interest groups speak in under
standable tenns. The stakes
are too high to allow the situa
tion to continue as it is.

�TION COMMITTEE
Jennifer Laidlaw
EDUCATIONAL POUCY
Charles Brown
UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC
GRIEVANCE
Robyn Barclay
Eric Harwell
STUDENT SENATE BUDGET
BOARD
Chair - Lubor P. Kovac
Charles Brown
Jeff Collins
Nick Di Cosola
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
Jeff Collins
UNIVERSITY BUDGET
BOARD
Nick Di Cosala
READMISSIONS AND SPECIAL
ADMISSIONS
Lubor P. Kovac
FACULTY SENATE
Shirley Burnett
Jim Las Cola
...

OPEN COMMITTES
E
Graduation Committee

The volume has overtaken our
ability to deal with it. In just three
years, more than half the cities in
the United States are expected to
exhaust their garbage landfills. By
next year, cities and towns in

by Jay D. Hair, President

WASHINGTON, D.C.-"You
can make a difference." It's a
phrase used to encourage ac
tivism about everything from
beautifying a neighborhood to
stopping global nuclear prolifera
tion. The phrase is so frequently
invoked that we dismiss its validi
ty. Don't.
Individual lifestyles do have en
vironmental consequences. When
Americans apply conservation
ideals to their personal actions,
some of the nation's environmen
tal problems - even problems
like global warming - can be
reduced.
Consider a few everyday exam
ples. Taking a cup of coffee along
the way to your morning appoint
ment? Stopping for lunch at the
nearest fast-food stop? Having a
few people over and plan on using
throwaway plates? In every in
stance, you have a choice: you
could use products that are made
of rigid foam plastic or you could
use a substitute. Make the latter
choice and you've also made an
environmentally responsible de
cision.
About one half of all rigid foam
is inflated with chlorofluorocar
bons (CFCs), which destroy the
Earth"s protective ozone layer and
add to the problem of global
warming. But you don't have to
drink from a plastic cup. Paper
cups do just fine: washable cups
are even better for the environ
ment. And fast-food shops can
readily get plastic packaging
without the harmful CFCs. Ask
for it.
Next, travel to the self-service
gas station. By squeezing that last
nickel's worth of gasoline into the
tank
only to watch it dribble
down the side of your car - you
are harming the environment.

California are expected to pay $1
billion annually to get rid of their
trash. In Minneapolis, the cost of
burying a ton of refuse has in
creased sixfold in just six years.
Yet, half of the aluminum,
paper and glass that ends up in
landfills could be recycled, saving
the cost of disposal as well as the
energy used to manufacture new
products. One California study
found that the net cost of a curb
side recycling program is a third
less than the cost of landfilling
the throwaways.
At the same time, making paper
from discards instead of trees
cuts energy consumption by 75
percent, and the use of fossil fuels
is the prime culprit in global
warming. Producing aluminum
cans from scrap instead of bauxite
cuts energy use and air pollution
by 95 percenl
Can you make a difference? The
National Wildlife Federation
believes the answer is a resound
ing "yes." That's why we've
created a program - "COOL IT!"
- especially for college students
and especially timed for Earth
Day that will focus on the global
warming problem.
The idea of the original Earth
Day was born on a college cam
pus. In 1970 , during the first Earth
Day, more than 2,000 colleges and
universities held special pro
grams. In many ways, the modem
environmental movement began
on America's campuses.
Now, we need more than talk;
we need effective, immediate at
tention. The world today is faced
with vexing- but not insurmount
able - environmental problems.
The enthusiasm and determina
tion that make Earth Day 1970 the
largest demonstration of public
will in American history can also
help solve the environmental
problems of the 1990s.
So join us in a "COOL IT!" proj
ect and act out our slogan "Earth Day, Every Day." Because
you can make a difference.

-

"Topping off' releases hyd
rocarbons that react with sunlight
and other atmospheric gases to
create ozone, a gas that causes $3
to $4 billion a year in crop damage
and is another of the" greenhouse"
gases that adds to the global
warming trend.
Finally, take an environmental
tour on trash pick-up day. Amer
icans throw out 150 million tons of
garbage a year. Reusable glass
containers, recyclable paper and
plastic and valuable metals make
up most of the load.

CCC to Serve Students

·
! SERVING-==
STATER'�
UNIVERSITY '
IU.INOISC����
COLUMBIA SCHOLASTI A110N t
GOVERNORS

ASSOCIATION

I

Manogtnc Editor
Auociato Editor

.

Columnist
Columnist
Columnist
Column • • . • • • •
Counselors Column • • • • •
Columnist. . . . • . . • • • •

Blackburn states, "We're a Uni
versity. Our goal is to service
the students."
The CCC is available to adult
members of the community for a
fee. It is by no means a competitor
of the affluent health clubs avail
able today, although both offer
many of the same things. An ad
vantage the CCC has is that nor
mally the facilities are not
crowded.
The unique aspect of the CCC is
that it blends together students
and adult members of the com
munity, and adult education is
what GSU is all aboul
For complete information re
garding the CCC, contact the Of
fice of Student Life.
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by Peter Nietzel
When the YMCA chose not to
renew its lease with Governors
State University last September,
Mike Blackburn was appointed by
the University to oversee oper
ations of the newly-created Cam
pus Community Center.
According to Blackburn, the
Assistant Director of the Office of
Student Life, the transition had
proceeded relatively smoothly.
Several changes had to be
made, he said For instance, the
diving board was removed be
cause of the liability that it
created. Also, children were no
longer permitted (whereas the
YMCA frequently allowed kids to
be dropped off at the door by their
parents then to roam around
freely).
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sat there pretending nothing was
wrong. I leaned back against the
backrest of this bench I was sitting
on. It was odd that this was the
only part of my body that I could
move; the lower portion bad taken
oo the characteristic of dormancy.
A bus boy had suddenly ap
peared before me and asked if I
was finished Finished what? I
tried to ask; it was this thing that
had a bold of me! I merely wanted
to get up. I looked up at him and

face; however, the conversation
would be that of chemical bonding
and how certain atoms could be so
tightly bonded that no energy in
the world could dislodge its uni
fication. Atomic structure, it's
amazing how the three always
stayed together, protons, neu
trons, and electrons. And it would
be the electrons that would hold
the bond tightly. Just couldn't
make out the face. And, just as

a· short story

by Richard D. Hogen
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Yesterday, during lunch time
in the cafeteria, inside the schoo
I bought myself a hamburger. You
see, I was hungry, stemming from
the fact that I hadn't eaten all
weekend. H you look close enough
you may notice a subtle lightness
about myself. My deficiencies
were that of nutrients and perhaps
energy.
While eating this hamburger,
along with the fries that came with
it, I felt myself going into some
what of a trance. I would lapse in
and out of this trance for some
time, and if it hadn't been for the
results of this trance, I would have
merely cast it off as a daydream,
but no daydream could have
prompted me to behave in a
fashion or which I had. Perhaps
my transit began as a daydream
then transforming itself into what
it became.
I fancied myself on some
remote island near the shore sit
ting on some hard thing that held
me there, a bucket or maybe a
chair of sorts. I could see the birds
flying overhead squawking and
carrying on. Their squawking did
not bother me, for this was an ex
otic place with its palm trees, and
other foliage that stood tall and
short, taking on the appearance of
a canopy hovering over me as I
held some sort of drink in my
hand. Then I realized that I was
not alone. Someone had begun
walking toward me from afar walking in from the sea And, just
when I could barely see who this
person was i had snapped out ofit
what a shame. What a shame! I
could tell that this someone had a
somewhat suggestive feminiity
about herself. And yet, there in
front of me was a plate of french
fries and a hamburger that had
been bitten into.
I took a plastic fork and poked a
few fries and ate them. A can of
coke that accompanied the fries
and burger had been picked up,
opened, and imbibed - at least
some of il
The cafeteria was crowded with
people eating, talking, lounging
around, and laughing it up. I had
sat myself off in the corner, not to
avoid anything or anyone; it just so
happened that it was the only
place that I could sil My position
in this corner offered me a view
that allowed me to see all I fan
cied it as a lateral pyrami - view
with my being at the apq. Along
the middle of this pyramid
horizontally, was a walk wa
where people would follow its path
to their prospective classrooms or
wherever they happened to be
going.
I poked a few more fries and ate
them, grabbed the hamburger and
placed another bite into il The can
of coke was used to wash these
morsels down.

before, I snapped out of it, never
knowing who this person was.
There was simply not enough time
for me to find out. Wonder why,
wonder why.
The hamburger and fries bad
become cold; I cast them off to the
side, took a final swig from the can
of coke and cast it off as well.
I thought it time that I leave this
place but some sort of atomic en
ergy held me pal I became literal
ly bonded to this seat in the
cafeteria, inside the school, along
this lateral pyramid.
I looked up and noticed that
there were those that did not at all
become bonded to their seats·
they were able to leave freely. Ha
I become captive to some kind of
bonding fusion? And, what or who
would come to rescue me? I tried
to fight this thing off, but what was
I fighting? I asked that it show its
face, but nothing was doing. So I

d

me that they were taking me in for
observations. "Observations?" I
asked. It was the can that needed
observing. Moving like it did and
holding me captive to this bench,
in this cafeteria, inside this
schoo� along this lateral pyramid
"Thanks," I said, "you have
saved me."
"No," they had said. "You are
going with us." I had given in. I was
drained of all energy that the
burger and fries provided. To what
I did not know. The can perhaps.
The security force literally
dragged me away. I could see the
people in the cafeteria watching
my fate. I held out my hands;
perhaps someone could help. I
began to think of what or who
could save me. A name, I could
only think of a name - Cleo. Was it
she who crept into my dreams. It
must have been. It was her that I
thought of all weekend. And I only
knew her for a few short weeks; it
was all she allowed - such devasta
tion. Or was it all an illusion? Oh ...
and ... so much<:onfusion. Appear
ing only in my dreams. Who was
this person named Cleo? I did
not know.
She appeared only in my
dreams.
Out then in-to my dreams.
In then out of my dreams.
Out and in, perhaps, I can
dream of her again.
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I began to fade into another
world or another locale other than
where I sat. Thought of myself in a
classroom, Macroeconomics per
haps, and the instructor would be
lecturing on the theory of supply
an demand and how an equili
bnum could somehow unite these
two entities together . at least
that' s what I got out of it. And I
would be sitting near the rear of
the lecture hall, talking to some
one, just couldn't make out the

could only give him an expression.
With this expression I tried to tell
him a thousand words and thought
that some kind of way be could
offer some kind of help. He must
have misread my expression, for
he merely smiled and took up the
tray of food that I had cast off
earlier, and left the can of coke sit
ting there.
Maybe it would be this can of
coke that would offer some sort of
explanation to this phenomenon.
It had to be a phenomenon; it was l
condition that had no explanation.
And whose face was it that refused
to be in focused that played in my
dreams. Maybe the answer to it lie
in the focusing of a face. Could
there have been some sort of drug
in that can of coke? I would think
not. I had learned a short time ago
that the Coca Cola Company had
long ago extracted the cocaine

from its cola processing pro
cedures. I began to stare at this
can of coke and could see a slight
movement about it. And I took this
movement of the can as acknowl
edgement to the fact that it some
how played a part in my being
bonded to this bench in the
cafeteria, inside the schoo� along
this lateral pyramid. This simply
could not be happening to me.
Such oddity. The movement of a
can, the bonding to a seat. Could
this be a kind of Deity acting
before me? And, if so, why would it
hold me in bondage? This simply
could not be a Deity. I thought of it
as some sort of satanic force. What
is this thing? "Come out!" I
shouted. "Show your hideous
face," I demanded "Speak to me.
What do you want with me? Let me
go! Let me go!"
And this is when two security
guards descended upon me and
latched on to my arms. The
satanic force must have somehow
dissipated; the guards did not
have much trouble dislodging me
from this bench in the cafeteria,
inside the school, along this
lateral pyramid.
"Thanks," I said to them. I don't
think they knew how much I ap
preciated it; they did not want to
let me go. I tried to assure them
that I was fine and that the force
had gone - apparently. They told

·
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Incinerators Vs.
Environment:
A Burning Issue

by Ronald Young
One of the biggest and em�
tionally inflammatory issues con
fronting the citizens of Illinois is
what to do with waste. The refuse
we generate is beginning to back
up on us. We are running out of
places to put our garbage.
Since 1970 , we have been bury
ing most of our waste in dumps,
but they are filling up. Only 128133 landfill dumps remain in use.
Officials of the Illinois Environ
mental Protection Agency es
timate that the Chicago met�
plex will run out of landfill sites in
three to five years.
One way to cope is to incinerate
our garbage. In 1970 , there were
ten municipal incinerators in the
state, but emission problems re
quired that they be shut down.
Now that we are running out of
places to dump our garbage, the
spectre of needing to bum our
waste has again raised an ugly
head that evokes emotional, and
often hysterical resistance.
Wherever the prospect of building
modern incinerators is raised,
fearful area residents respond
with terror, fear, hysteria, and
grotesque perversions of the logic
process required to give serious
consideration to a very serious
problem.
The hysterical reaction to the
proposal to build a training in
cinerator at GSU became a hot
potato that destroyed the oppor
tunity to give serious considera
tion to the concept of how we are
going to cope with a very serious
problem in our society. What are
we going to do with our waste?
I despise landfill
operatiOns because of the terrible
damage they do to the ecology. I
also have vivid memories of the
old incinerator plant at 10 3rd
Street where the smoke would blot
out the sun, and the stench would
carry from the south edge of the
loop to Lansing. Maybe the cause
for grotesque behavior at the
mention of the word incinerator
can be traced to generations of
citizens who have experienced the
worst of what that old technology
can do to the community. One
point remains clear. From Blue
Island to Crete, from Crestwood to
Harvey, and from Boston to Chi
town, the average citizen goes into
delirium tremors at the mention
of the word incinerator. One other
point is also clear to a few of us
who are attempting to cope with
the real problem We have a major
ecological waste catastrophe on
our bands. We need a safe alterna
tive to the landfill situation, but
the players in the drama ignore
the problem as they cry out in hys
terical terror of the multiheaded
dragon THE INCINERATOR!
There are many players in the
drama who range from the mayor
of Crestwood who owns a landfill
where Chicago Sanitation Dept.
trucks dump garbage, to hysteri
cal exhibitionists who wear gas
masks to public bearings. Then
-

there are the egoists who sense
the fear in the crowd, and jump up
to get cheap thrills of approval
from frightened people. In be'
tween the extremes there are
many people and groups who attempt to advance serious alter
natives, or combinations of al
ternatives that may be of value.

There is only one municipal
waste incinerator presently being
operated in Dlinois. It is the
Northwest Incinerator, a shred
and burn energy recovery unit,
located in a business/residential
area of Chicago. According to
John Ellis, manager, the plant has
been in compliance with E.P.A.
rules since start up. The facility
takes in waste from the city,
shreds it, and converts it into
steam which is sold to a large
candy manufacturer in the neigh
borhood. Mr. Ellis pointed out,
" ... there is no sorting of metals,
and all waste is mass burned." He
states, " ... any new facility that
sorts and recycles materials can
run at even lower emission levels
providing it is maintained proper
ly..." Ellis stated that his em
ployees have passed all periodic
health monitoring tests for 20
years, and there has never been a
case of cancer among his staff. Ac
cording to Ellis, "Our neighbors
don't even know we're here. The
facility is built in such a way that
truck traffic does not bother
neighbors, and there are no odor
or rodent problems." He went on
to state, "Guests visit our unit, and
then go out into the community to
talk to residents. We have never
had a complaint from anyone in
the neighborhood." He said,
"When you compare this place to a
landfill, incineration becomes ap
pealing, even with 20 year old
technology." Ellis continued, "I do
favor recycling."
On March 7, the Dlinois E.P.A.
conducted a permit bearing on the
proposed Robbins, Dlinois in
cinerator project. Support and op
position to the Robbins incin
erator project covers the full
range of objectivity, mistrust,
fear, and irrational behavior that
can be experienced on any hot
issue in a democratic society.
According to Barry Nea� V.P. of
Reading Engineering Co., the
parent company of Robbins
Resource Development Co., "The
Robbins project will have an es
timated construction cost of two
hundred million dollars with an
additional expense of fifty million
dollars in certification, compli
ance paper work, and legal fees."
He states, "The unit will provide
600 construction jobs over the next
three years, and 80 permanent
jobs. Revenue to the community
of Robbins will be four hundred
thousand dollars per year in taxes,
and six hundred thousand dollars
per year in land lease and royalty
fees on tonnage burned."
The support of the city adminis
tration for the project can be sum
marized in an interview granted
by Tyrone Haymore, City Clerk of
Robbins, "City administrators
have been working on this project
for more than 10 years, and three
administrations. Our surveys of
the communi� indicate vast sup
port. The Brodie administration is
unanimous in supporting tbe in-

cinerator." In a follow up inter
view, after the hearing City Clerk
Haymore stated, "Many of the
people at the hearing last night
were outsiders, or people stirred
up by outsiders from Crestwood,
Harvey, and a few protest groups. ··
He continued, "You could tell the
people with legitimate concern by

the way that they conducted them
selves when the TV crews turned
on the camera lights. Last night,
there were more white people in
Robbins than there have been in
the p�vious ninety years. We
know this thing is safe, and the D
linois E.P.A. knows it is safe or
they would not hold hearings to
grant the permit" Mr. Haymore
continued the second interview
with the remark, "I have trust in
the E.P.A. because I know of an in
stance where a permit was denied.
Our incinerator will put out less
pollution than one automobile on
Kedzie Avenue. Please tell your
readers that we will be living here,
and we will make sure that it is a
safe unit"
Opposition to an incinerator in
Robbins takes many factors, rang
ing from intelligent concern over
ecological health worries to em�
tion driven fear.
One recycling advocate is
Kevin Greene, Research Director
of "Citizens for a Better Environ
ment" Mr. Greene contends that
an incinerator in Robbins would
" ... reduce incentives for other
citizens and communities to take
part in recycling projects..." In a
phone interview he stated, "An in
cinerator would discourage �
pie from limiting consumption of
disposable items, or participation
in curb side separation projects.
Technically 80% of our waste is
recyclable. I am an advocate of
nonbum technologies." Greene
then alluded to the Seattle
recycled waste project which he
contends has attained a 30% waste
salvage level with an "attainable
goal of 60%..." He pointed out that
the Robbins Project would re
claim only 25% of the recyclable
waste.
Another advocate of this ap
proach is Alderman James Diet
ers from Blue Island who con
tends that the smoke stack of the
Robbins Project would be con
structed in a manner that it would
" ... cause harmful emissions to be
deposited at the door of St Fran
cis Hospital .. " Alderman Dieters
advocates that other communities
adopt a Blue Island style curb side
recycling program that takes " ...
30% of the material out of the
waste stream .."
Reverend Adolph Coleman of
Robbins is opposed to the new in
cinerator because be views it as a
" ... health threat ..." One of his sup
porters, Charles White, told me,
"We are very uncomfortable with
the hazardous emissions situa
tion. They have not explained it to
our satisfaction." The day after
the bearing, Reverend Coleman
stated that be had contacted
Greenpeace after be was unable to
"... get information from village
officials in January ... " Two mem
bers of the group, Julie Hartfield
and Gloria Scott collected " ... 2023
... " protest signatures based on
concern over potential health
hazards according to Charles
White.
Mr. Robert Vail of Dolton is the
vice president of a group known as
"Suburbs United To Reclain The.
Environment" (SURE). Mr. Vail
contends that all incinerators give
off Dioxin pollutants which are in
his words " ...the most dangerous
chemicals known to man..." Ac-

cording to Vai� "A New York study
indicates that cancer and birth
defects happen in test animals at
the smallest exposure level they
are able to measure." When asked
to show me this study, Mr. Vail
stated that it was put out by Barry
Commoner, and he did not have a
copy with him
Among the opponents to the
design concept are Mayor Chester
Straczek of the Village of Crest
wood, and the Director of Special
services to Crestwood, Mr. Frank
Gassmere. During a phone inter
view, Mayor Straczek pointed out
that the Southwest Conference of
Mayors had conducted a study on
the need for an incinerator, with
two scientists from Argonne
National Laboratory, and con
cluded that the communities
should build a smaller unit of a dif
ferent type than the fluidized bed
combuster units planned for the
Robbins project Mayor Straczek
is opposed to the Robbins facility
because he believes, "The Rob
bins unit is too large for the needs
of the 19 towns it would serve. This
would force the project to bring in
waste from outside of the area
(Chicago) in order to keep run
ning." Mayor Straczek does not
like the idea of having waste from
Chicago incinerated in Robbins.
One of the "outsiders" who of
fers support to the people of Rob
bins is Mayor Arnold Andrews of
Alsip who was kind enough to
grant background, and follow up
interviews.
Andrews stated. "I
don't like landfills, I feel that they
are ticking time bombs that can
destroy our ecology in ways that
so called ecologists refuse to com
prehend." Andrews continued, "I
believe the only way to protect the
environment is to incinerate
waste in the safest manner, and
then bury what remains."
He went on to point out, "I have
visited incinerators in Norfolk,
Virginia and Pennsylvania, and I
have beard all of the scare tactics
about cancer and birth defects,
but the so called environmen
talists never come up with
legitimate data Many of them use
the words scientific and evidence,
but fail to document their claims
in a real scientific way."
Andrews then went on to com
ment on the Northwest In
cinerator. "The incinerator on the
north side of Chicago has been
running for years without eviden
ce of medical problems. More
modern incineration technology
is even safer." He then concluded
the background interview with the
observation, "Many people do not
trust the E.P.A., I, would feel bet
ter if it bad shown decisive, and
quiet action during the toxic
waste cleanup, and I would be
more comfortable if they had im
mediate STOP & Lock power. But,
I know that incineration is safe. I
feel that as long as the Robbins
facility is safe, they should build
it
The fear of health problems ap
pears to be the driving force
behind most opponents to in
cineration. The words DIOXIN
FURAN and EMISSIONS have
been linked together in a way that
striltes terror in the heart
When asked to comment on
Dioxin-Furans, John Ellis of the

Northwest Incinerator stated,
"Dioxin-Furans have been the by
products of wood burning fire
places for centuries. A fireplace
puts out more Dioxin-Furans than
any incinerator. In the 1970 s a
chemical plant in Sevaso, Italy
caused a major release, and other
than an outbreak of ACNE among
some down wind residents, that
lasted a year, follow up studies
have found no long term health
effects.
The topic of Dioxin-Furans was
discussed with David Minott,
Director of Environmental Ser
vices for Alternative Resources
Inc. Mr. Minott pointed out that
the E.P.A. Comprehensive Study,
"Health Risk Report to Congress
in 1981" indicated that risk levels
for cancer would be between one
and ten (1 & 10 ) per million pop
ulation over a seventy (70 ) year
period of exposure for Dioxin
Furan, and trace metal at the stan
dards for emissions that the
Robbins plant will conform to."
Thomas Castle, President of
Reading Engineering Co., stated
that the emissions of the Robbins
plant would be " ... five times safer
than drinking, and bathing in
chlorinated water..."
In a follow up interview after
the Robbins hearing, Mayor An
drews of Alsip attempted to place
the "BURNING ISSUE" in per
spective:
'The EPA. presentation was
average per
son to understand. There is a
crisis of trust that is breeding fear.
The EPA. and Robbins have to
make the facts understandable to
average citizens."
too technical for the

1. If incinerators prove to a safe
alternative to landfill operations,
should they be owned by private
corporations? Would the public in
terest be better served if they
were operated by publicly owned
non-profit agencies?
2. In Japan, 50% of all waste is
recycled. Why is the Robbins proj
ect being built to reclaim only 25%
of the waste stream? Are there
other recycling projects that
should be incorporated along with
the incinerator project?
3. What are the scales of
economy for incinerators? Should
we build several small units, or
would we be better off building a
few very large units for the pur
pose of maximizing recycling op
portunities?
4. Should the problem of waste
removal be handled by a single
state or county wide consortium
such as the Sanitary District, or
should small communities strug
gle along as tbey have done in
the past?
5. Who are the provocators that
are spreading hysterical misin
formation? Would it be fair to
speculate?
6. Are the citizens of Illinois
capable of separating the wheat
from the chaff, and taking a
serious look at the real crisis
which is about to befall our
state?

It is obvious that the subject of
incinerators has become a burn
ing issue in the south suburbs.
Whether motivated by greed, fear
or honest concern, opposition to
incinerators has taken on a
macabre and circus like atmos
phere
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Penny Cup
Helps Needy Kids
by Audrey R Gaines
Virginia CuM ingham has been
a faithful listener to Wally Phillips
radio show over WGN for the last
twenty years. She is also the
daytime cashier at the ACE
cafeteria at Governors State
University.
About four years ago she heard
another cashier from a western
suburb of Chicago tell how she had
raised money for 'The Neediest
Chi ldre n's Fund' by putting out a
little cup next to her register for
customers to put spare change

in.
Vlfgini a though� "Wbat a good
idea!" and GStrs Neediest Chil·

dren's Fund was on the way.
Virginia asked her manager,
Syl Karas, for permission to put
out her cup and he said Yes."
That first year, 1986, she collected
$239.00. In 1 987, $825.00 was
collected, and $1,150 in 1988.
l..a!t year Phillips read Vqinia's
letter on his program. Virginia
wrote that students, faculty, and
staff all generously gave and she
"

students to . contribute to this
worthJ cause. Virginia said, "Pen
nies, change, bills, and checks are
all acceptable."
GSU givers want to help
"because it's for the kids," said
Virginia. "All the people who have
contributed are like Santa's
Helpers. Tbey
so faithful and
wonderful I can t thank them
enough," she said
As a mother of two daughters
and grandmother of five, Virginia
realized how important it is to
remember children at Christmas·
time.
In be.r J�ter to Wally PbiUips
last year she wrote, "I hope this
coriribution helps make Christmas
happy for Chicago's needy boys
and girls. It was our pleasure to
do this."
It takes special people like
Virginia CUMingham, Joyce Mor
ishita, encouraging professors,
and all those special Santa's
Helpers here at GSU to help these
children have a nice Christmas.
As little Tiny Tim once said,
God bless us everyone!"

---�( ·�

would set out her 'PeMy Cup' for
the upcomi nc year on January
flfSl

are

selected by
The children
The Aid to Dependent <;bildren
and a gift of up to S50.1M)"per child
is given, with up to five children in
a single family. Virginia said this
charity has "no overhead" so all
the money goes to help the
children.
Joyce Morishita of the Art de
partment spurred Virginia on, and
it bas been reported that several
profeSsors are encourag!ng their
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�R.UlSE LINE OPENINGS
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Year
& summer jobs available S300S600 per week. Stewards. Social Directors.
Tour Guides. Gift Shop cashiers. etc. Both
skilled
unskilled people needed. Call (719)
68'1·aa62.

Year round & summer jobs avail
able $300-$600 per week. Stew
ards, Social Directors, Tour
Guides, Gift Shop cashiers, etc.
Both skilled and unskilled people
needed. Call (719) 687 -6662 .

NEXT
DEADLINE
APRIL 26

8 : 3D a . m. t a 7 : 30 p . m . · FULL SERV I CE

WEDNESDA Y , Apri l 25

8 : 30 a . m . to 7 : �0 p . m . · F ULL SERV I CE

THURSDAY , Apri l 26
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to 1 : 45 p . an. · GR I LL SERV I CE ONLY
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Tuesday, Apr i l 24

Wednesday, Apr i l 25

L i.a Bean Soup w/1 pkg .
crackers
Chi l l Con Carne w/1 pkg.
crackers
Roa s t Turkey Breast w/Dress i ng
B. B. Q. Beef Sandwich
Seasoned Peas
Candied Sweet Potatoes

Cream of Ce l ery Soup w/1 pkg.
crackers
Chi l i Con Carne w/1 pkg.
crackers
Roast Pork w/Dress i ng and
Applesauce
Swedish Meatba l l s , R i c e , Rol l

& Butter
Mi xed Vege tables
Oven Browned Potatoes
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Cafeter i a wi l l resume FULL REGULAR SCHEDULE on MONDAY , Apr i l 30
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faculty in researching pressing
social issues to provide data to
lawmakers in positions to utilize
the information.
Every program in Project Out
reach is designed to reach a num
ber of important audiences with
information on the programs and
services provided by the Board of
Governors Universities.
"The programs themselves are
just the tools," said Board Mem
ber James R Gamer (Macomb),
Chainnan of the Board's ad hoc
committee on Marketing. "The an
ticipated outcome of the efforts is
the exciting part of Project Out
reach: better student services,
more effective communications
and a more efficient use of com
munications resources."
In the upcoming months, the
Board, its Chancellor and Presi
dents will direct the implementa
tion of Project Outreach. The
strategic plans call for im
plementing certain programs im
mediately and phasing in others.

Help Wanted'

National Marketing Firm seeks
nature student to manage on
campus promotions for top com
panies this school year. Flexible
hours with earnings potential to
$2,500 per semester. Must be
organized, hardworking and
money motivated Call Beverly or
Myra at (800) 592-2121.

TUESDAY , Apri l 24

F R I DAY , Apri l 27

"

-

-
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-

P l ease post this i nforma t i on
for a l l s ta f f , facu l ty and students

Video Magazine (Colllinued from pace 1)
Tbe students decided to call

art teacher is to develop the

their production company In

student's own themes. Separate

Sync Productions. Once that was

the novice from the advanced

Dreams" gave the audience a
summary

of

bow

they

put

together their award winning

and

all cleared up they were on their

student. Morishita said, "Expect

docudrama. A news update

way. Mite Blackburn was very

and encourage diversity." Paul

a

pleased that it was now becom

Schrantz, professor of photog

called

ing a reality.

raphy told about the merger of

were shown. The latter bas to be

the fine arts and photography

seen to be appreciated.

Dave Hinderman showed that
he indeed knew his way around
the new Campus Community
Center. Professor Joyce Mor
ishita took the viewers on a tour
of the Art Gallery and showed

the various

art mediums that

are available at GSU. She told
the audience that

the goal of the

------

International Company looking
for college students to paint in the
Chicagoland area. Pay to start ·
between S5 and S7 per hour based
on attitude and ability. No exper
ience necessary. Call: (708) 9681924.
Looking for fraternity, sorority or
student organization that would
like to make $500 - $1,000 for a one
week on-campus marketing proj
ect. Must be organized and hard
working. Call Beverly or Myra at
(800) 592-2121.

own

SHOPPING CENTER SALES
Part time positions are now avail
able for passing out samples of the
CHICAGO TRIBUNE and taking
new home delivery orders. H you
have a neat appearance,
transportation, we provide store
locations, flexible hours and com
plete traininc. Average sales rep
resentative now earns $ 1 1.00/hr.
For interview call: Joe Chlopeci
(708) 799-6556.

room

-

--

very

interesting
'

7he

Wind

segment
Institoot"

deparbnents. The merger should

Then the sign off just like the

be completed by next year. In
terviews with persons like Dixie

big media. The national anthem

Butz

and

Dan

Amari

were

area

and some thought provoking
scenes of every day life around

shown. Dr. Jerry Juska told

the

about

1'ake One" video magazine.

the

trip

to

Germany

rounded out the first

The video magazine will be

planned for this summer.
The students who produced
"Shattered Lives - Shattered

shown around various areas of
the campus.

( 708, 534- 5000 X2140

CLASSIFIED
-------

�

SPECIAL CAFETERIA HOURS DUR I NG RL G I STR ,T I ON WEEK

(Continued from page 1)

Virginia's PeDDy CUp

April 19, 1990

-

and board in exchange
Free
for overnight child care. 2 boys
ages 9 and 5. Non-smoking
female. Call (708) 748-6080.

Typing Seroices:

Adoption�

-------

ADOPTION: We can help. Young,
professional couple, happily mar
ried, seeking to adopt an infant.
We are eager to love and raise
your child. For more information,
please call our attorney, collect, at
(217) 352-8037. Or call us collect at
(708) 424-6444, (evenings, ex.
Thurs.). Tom and Karen

SEE ME. Employed on GSU Campus. (24) hour service. Knowledge

able of APA style term papers, plus resumes with accompanying
cover letters. Also, statistical reports. Specialist as grammarian,
proofreader and speller. Computer has many fonts & sizes. Peruse
my portfolio & choose style of print. I can see you on my break or
lunch. Leave message at: (708) 339-8489.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSING�
TYPING SERVICES
� . Fat . Protessionel

Resea rch /tera Papers. incl . APA
Format . Reaune�/Cover Letters .
Aalt for Cheryl .
cal l today !

---

(115) ••8313

Fund Ra�, -----

----

W I N A ijAWA I I A N VACAT I O N OR B I G SCR EEN TV
P LUS R A I S E UP TO $ 1 , 4 0 0 IN J U S T 10 DAYS I

Objec t i ve :
Fund r a l a e r
CoMm i t Me n t :
M i n ima l
Honey :
Ra i s e $ 1 , 400
Cos t :
Z e r o I nv e s t m e n t
C a • p u s o r �a n i z a t i on s , . c 1 u b s , f r a l s , s o r o r l t 1 � s
c a l l OCHC a t 1 ( 8 0 0 ) 9 3 2 - 0 5 2 8 / 1 ( 8 00 ) 9 5 0 - 8 4 7 2 e x l .

l

For Sale

---

SUMMER JOBS
Over 50,000 summer job openings
at Resorts, Camps, Amusement
Parks, Hotels, National Parks,
Businesses, Cruise Lines, Ranch,. J
and more in the U.S., Canada, A:�s
tralia, & 20 other countries. Com
plete Directory only $ 19.95. Don't
wait till after finals. Send to Sum
mer Jobs, Drawer 38039, Colorado
Springs, Colorado 80937.

Reunion

---

H you use RUSH/ANCHOR. in Park Forest and are in
terested in attempting to maintain that facility within the
community, please call Janet Rohdenburg/UL, Ext. 2333
or home number, 481-5861.

----

--

REUNION! TCC SSC graduates
interested in forming a commit
tee. Purpose: All school reunion
1991. Call: 10 AM · 2 PM (708) 5962000 Ext. 407.
•

